
Boost maths fluency throughout 
your trust with Sumdog

Set targeted, differentiated maths practice in minutes

Identify misconceptions with ready-made informal assessments

Motivate children with multiplayer maths games

Build confidence and reduce maths anxiety as children compete at their own level

Inspire friendly competition and excitement with our termly contests!

KEY STAGES 1–3

We know short bursts of just 10–15 minutes on Sumdog 
each day can have a big impact." 

Neil Kelsall, National Lead Practitioner for Oasis Community Learning

Now used by

over 7500 schools

in the UK



0131 226 1511 www.sumdog.com/trusts

Over 60 
ready-to-progress

assessments

Personalised learning
Set targeted, differentiated maths practice for 
individuals or small groups in minutes.

The questions are written for the National 
Curriculum and directly match what you’ve been 
teaching in class to support a maths mastery 
approach.

Simply select the area you’ve been working on 
and set focused, auto-marked questions. Or let 
Sumdog's powerful adaptive engine guide children 
through the topics, always ensuring they're 
working at the right level – you choose!

What makes Sumdog different?
Unlike other maths practice platforms, Sumdog's games work independently from the questions. This 
means children can choose their favourite game, keeping them engaged and wanting to practise maths!

The high-quality games can be used to practise any maths topic at any level. Supporting those who need 
extra help and challenging the more able, Sumdog's adaptivity ensures pupils are always working at the 
right level.

Sumdog covers all areas of the National Curriculum – not just times tables and number bonds! The 
updated curriculum alignment makes it even easier to set personalised practice that links directly to 
what you have been teaching in class.

Low-stakes assessments
Informal, quiz-style assessments and easy-to-
digest reports give you a clear picture of your class’ 
performance.

Pinpoint gaps in understanding with a bank of 
ready-made assessments or create your own

Provide a stress-free setting for children to do 
their best with extra rewards for effort  

View data in real-time with easy-to-digest 
overview reports



0131 226 1511 www.sumdog.com/trusts

MAT contests
Bring children together and create a sense of enjoyment and competition in your schools with a free 
MAT contest.

Questions are personalised so everyone can play alongside each other and if 3 or more schools take 
part the winning class will even receive a special trophy! 

Proven to improve fluency
A subscription helps to accelerate pupils’ progress, develop fluency and build confidence.

Using Sumdog for
30 minutes a week  almost doubled children's
fluency progress
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This 2019 study was published in the Impact Journal  
of the Chartered College of Teaching.  

Read the full impact study at https://bit.ly/3a7jZaO

Assessment alignment



Boost maths fluency throughout 
your trust with Sumdog

Sumdog has been incredibly helpful for many of our pupils already– it has really helped develop 
fluency and knowledge in an exciting and engaging format – and the recent provision of iPads with 
full Sumdog access to every child is fantastic. 
The adaptive nature of Sumdog means provision can be exact for each pupil and teachers can use 
the computational analysis to fill any gaps and move learning forwards. A number of pupils in our 
academies have limited access to digital resources and addressing the inequalities this creates is a 
high priority for us. 
We’re eager to give our staff and families more support and flexibility too. With easy-to-use tools 
we trust, like Sumdog, we can work together across the whole-school community, ensuring every 
learner has the foundations they deserve to be confidently numerate." 

Emily Hobson, Primary National Lead for Curriculum, Pedagogy and Behaviour for 
Oasis Community Learning

Sumdog and Oasis Community Learning
We've enjoyed working with Oasis academies since 2018 when they 
were the first trust to take part in one of our inter-MAT maths contests. 

In September 2021 we were delighted to have all 32 primary 
academies join the Sumdog family as part of a drive to boost fluency 
and enjoyment in maths. 

0131 226 1511 learn.sumdog.com

Speak to us about a Sumdog subscription today:

 Call 0131 226 1511 
 Email euan.kennedy@sumdog.com

Sumdog offers an affordable solution for maths practice, 
assessment and homework. We also offer exclusive packages to 
multi-academy trusts:

l Personalised support resources and classroom freebies
l Termly maths contests to inspire friendly competition between

your academies
l Collaboration on new ideas and developments to support

your curriculum
l Seamless data integration through Wonde




